
Name:___________________________ 
 

SPLAT the STICKY sounds in the STICKY WORDS 
 

Write each word in the set boxes to the right.  SPLAT the letter or letters that do not sound as they should (according 
to the phonics learned up to this point) by coloring them yellow, like sticky honey. Circle/Loop letters together that 

form one sound or that make a blend. 

2)  their      

 

3)  today      

 

 
Write a list of words with the long /A/ spelled “ay.” 

ay 

   

   

   

   
 

Write  a  sentence  using  “their” correctly. 
 
_______________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________ 

(c) Elise Lovejoy 
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Their 
Read each sentence.  Decide which possessive pronoun goes in the empty space.  Circle the 
word that told you which possessive pronoun to use. 

her his my their 

1) She  sat  in  ________  seat  in  class.

2) They  put  on  ________  jackets  to  go  play.

3) He  did  ________ reading  in  the  beanbag.

4) He  ate  all  ________ snack.

5) I  cannot  find  ________ backpack.

6) They  like  to  play  with  ________  games.

7) We  sat  with  them  and  got  to  share

________  spot  in  the  shade.

8) He  drives  a  van,  but  I  like  to  ride

________  bike.

9) She  cleans  up ________ mess.

(c) Elise Lovejoy
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Bug and The Rain 
Find and circle the words with the following spellings for long /A/.  Read the story and answer the 
questions. 

ai a _ e ay 

    Today,  it  is  raining.  Bug  may  have  to  play  inside.  

Bug  does  not  want  to  play  with  his  games  or  with  his  

trains.  Bug  does  not  want  to  stay  inside,  but  he  does  

not  have  rain  gear.  Bug  hates  to  get  his  wings  wet!    

    Bug  thinks  and  thinks  of  a  way  to  play  in  the  rain.  

He  has  a  plan!  He  gets  a  trash  bag  to  put  on  as  a  

rain  jacket.  He  puts  on  the  plastic  fireman’s  hat  from  

his  dress-up  closet.  Bug  can  splash  and  splash  in  the  

rain,  and  his  wings  do  not  get  wet!  

Cross  out  what  Bug  does  NOT  want  to  do  in  the  story. 

(c) Elise Lovejoy
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Write the words you found for each spelling in the boxes. 

ai a _ e ay 

   

   

   

   

   
 

What  could  you  use  to  keep  off  the  rain  if  you  did  

not  have  rain  gear? 

 

____________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________ 

(c) Elise Lovejoy 
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24 

23 

12 

1 1 

25 26 

22 21 

13 t 14 

1 2 
(c) Elise Lovejoy
Express Readers

Slip and Step

Use one die.  Roll the die and move that many spaces.  Read the word and use 
the word in a sentence.  Week 3, Step 6



3 4 5

678

15 16 17

181920

27

skip
28

end

(c) Elise Lovejoy
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	24: sway
	25:  play
	26:  stay
	23:  hay
	22: lay
	21: may
	13: bay
	14: fray
	11:  gray
	9:  day
	1: clay
	2:  May
	10: pay
	12:  way
	27: tray
	28: yay
	20:  nay
	18: pray
	15: ray
	16: say
	17: tray
	8:  slay
	6:  stray
	7:  way
	3: play
	4: stay
	5: crayon


